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Meet a fourth-generation family-run enterprise with first-hand experience of every generation of
swissQprint machines, from the début model to the present day. They have been operating four Nyala
models in parallel since 2016. Their decision to go into digital direct printing kick-started a fundamental
transformation from a firm of painters to a solid, mid-sized advertising technology company.
Great-grandpa Fuchs was a painter – an
artist, actually. Grandpa Fuchs continued
the business, but as a commercial painting
company. And so did papa Fuchs. “Paint
jobs on façades brought follow-on orders
for lettering, and purchasing the first plotter
in 1995 ushered in the company’s transformation,” says David Fuchs. He has worked
in the company since 2004 and is now the
fourth generation of the family to fill the
CEO’s seat. Meanwhile, Fuchs Werbetechnik has grown into a mid-sized business and
employs 90 people at two locations.
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curing. The advantage of the LED system
is its low energy consumption and rapid
availability – the lamps do not require any
warm-up time.
The four large format printers are identically
configured with six colours: CMYK plus
light magenta and light cyan, supplemented by white and effect varnish. “We
can handle any job on any machine and
achieve the same result in every case,”
explains Debora. To guarantee process
reliability and reproduction accuracy,
Fuchs has profiled every material and
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he says. “In today’s crowded market,
swissQprint puts us in an excellent position.”
By this he means that the printers can
accommodate diverse demands, so Fuchs
is able to efficiently and economically
handle everything from simple posters to
the finest and most sophisticated work.

Screen/digital printing combo
Fuchs diversified further in 2012 by integrating a screen printing company.
It was joined three years later by another
screen printing specialist, o&h Druckvisionen of Schutterwald, which operates
under its own name. One of the four
Nyala 2 printers is at work there in specific
combination with screen printing. Glass
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